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ABSTRACT 
The provocative title may be supposed to hold if the axiom of choice is weakened. Even more: The 
dual space of any Kiithe space (real-valued and over a o-finite measure space) coincides with its 
associate space in the canonical way; in particular, any Kiithe space with Fatou’s property is re- 
flexive. We will show that all this is true in ZF + DC + PM,. where PM, is introduced in the text 
and holds e.g. in Solovay’s model. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let DC be the following weaker form of the axiom of choice (AC): 
(DC): For any non-empty set X and any binary relation R on X whose do- 
main is the whole of X (i.e. for every x E X there exists some y E X with xRy) 
there exists a sequence with x,Rx,+ 1. 
DC, the principle of dependent choices, generalizes the countable axiom of 
choice in the sense that it even allows to choose the elements recursively. If we 
replace AC by DC, the positive results used in a Mathematician’s daily life 
usually still hold true [3,4]. There are just rare theorems that may fail like the 
propositions ‘there exist nonmeasurable sets on the real line’, ‘any vector space 
has a base’, or Hahn-Banach’s extension theorem (although Hahn-Banach 
still holds true under some separability conditions, see 131). 
On the other hand, by restricting to the ‘countable constructive’ axiom DC, 
*This paper was written in the framework of a DFG project (Ap 4016-2). Financial support by the 
DFG is gratefully acknowledged. 
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one gains a lot: In Solovay’s model of set theory [lo] (which satisfies DC), the 
following statements e.g. are true: 
(a) When a linear operator acts in Banach or Frechet spaces, and if it is de- 
fined on the whole space, then it is continuous [12] (see also [2]). 
(b) All subsets of R” are measurable [lo]. 
(c) Every subset of a complete separable metric space has the Baire property 
w 
(d) Every subset of a complete separable metric space is either countable or 
contains a perfect subset [lo]. 
In particular, these properties may be assumed to be true under DC (but not 
under AC). This seems natural, because for sets and operators occurring in 
applications the properties in question are usually always satisfied. 
The aim of this paper is to add another nice property to the above list: 
(e) The dual space of any (real-valued) Kothe space over a u-finite measure 
space coincides with its associate space in the canonical way. 
This implies in particular that L,(S)* may be identified with Li(S) for any 
a-finite measure space S, and thus that L,(S) and Li (S) both are reflexive. 
To this end, we will prove some theorems in the following section, which are 
true in Zermelo-Fraenkel’s set theory (ZF) with DC. But from the assumption 
that (e) is false, it will turn out that the following proposition PM, fails: 
(PM,): There is no finitely additive probability measure defined on the power 
set of natural numbers which vanishes on singletons. 
Since PM, becomes a true statement, when interpreted in Solovay’s model, we 
may conclude that (e) is true in Solovay’s model: As a matter of fact, (c) already 
implies PM, [7] (this was remarked earlier in [lo, p. 31). For a detailed discus- 
sion of PM,, in particular a proof of the consistency of ZF+PM, and 
ZF + DC + PM, without any assumptions on the existence of an inaccessible 
cardinal (which is used in Solovay’s model), we refer the reader to [7] and [7a]. 
2. THEOREMS IN ZFfDC 
In this section we will just make use of the axioms of Zermelo-Fraenkel and 
DC. 
Let S be a a-finite measure space, and X be a (real-valued) Kothe space over 
S, i.e. a linear space of (classes of) measurable functions S + R! with a semi- 
norm 11.11, such that the following is satisfied: For any x E X and any measur- 
able y with lyl 5 I I x a.e., we have y E X, /Iv]1 < [(XII. If II.11 is even an (in-)com- 
plete norm, then X is also called (real-valued) (pre-)ideal space. 
The associate space X’ of X consists of all measurable functions x with finite 
semi-norm 
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The space X’ is again a Kiithe space (see [13]). Any y E X’ defines a bounded 
linear functional y* E X* by means of the formula 
Y*(x) = s, Y(S)X(S)dS (X E X). 
Functionals of this form are called integrals. We will identify y and y’ and thus 
write X’ C X’. The inclusion is easily seen to be (semi-)norm-preserving [13, 
569 Theorem 21. 
Let us recall some facts on elements of X*: A functional 1 E X* is called pos- 
itive, if Z(x) > 0 for x > 0. Given a positive functional I E X*, it is proved in [13, 
$70 Theorem 21, that I can uniquely be written as the sum of two positive func- 
tionals lo, I,, E X*, where I,, is a so-called singularfunctional, and 1~ is an integral 
functional, satisfying (see [13, Exercise 70.11): 
(1) IL(X) = inf{limI(x,) : 0 5 x,, 1‘ x} (.Y E x, .Y > 0). 
By x, 1‘ x we mean that x, converges a.e. monotonically increasing to x. 
The following lemma is established implicitly in the proof of [13, $66 Theo- 
rem 21. We provide a different proof using Egorov’s theorem: 
Lemma 2.1. If 0 5 x, T x E X, then there exists a sequence 0 5 yn j’ x such that 
lim I@,,) 5 lim IL@,). 
Proof. By (I), for any k there is some sequence (xk,,), such that 0 < ,% t .Yk and 
(2) /L(.Yk) > ,‘$X l(Xkn) - k-l (k E N). 
Since S is a-finite, we have S = U S,, where St C S2 C . have finite measure. 
By Egorov’s theorem to any j, k there exists some Ekj C S, with IlleSEkj < kpTjp’ 
and Xkn + xk uniformly on Sj \ Ek,. Put J!?, = U,, >i Uk Ek ,,,. Then El > El > . . 
mesEk + 0, and .ykt, --f xi, uniformly on Dj = S, \ Ej for any fixed j, k. 
In particular, for any k there is some nk with 
(3) .‘$(.y) 5 _&(S) + k-’ (S E Dk. n > nk). 
Without loss of generality, we may assume nl< nz< . . ., and additionally in 
view of (2) that 
(4) ll,(.‘ix) > ,!(&) - 2k-‘. 
Now we claim that y/ = infk>, Xkni is a sequence with the desired properties: 
Indeed, y/ > 0 is monotone increasing by definition, and converges a.e. to x on 
each Dj. To see this, observe that D1 C 02 C _ . and use (3) and _rk t,x. Since 
S\Uoi=fIE,’ is a null set, this implies &TX. By the monotony of 1 we have 
/(yk) 5 /(Xknl,). Thus (4) implies hm /(,I+) < lim /L(Xk). 0 
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Theorem 2.1. If I E X* is a positive functional, then the singular positivefiau- 
tional l,, = I - IL has the jollowing property: To any 0 5 x E X there esists u 
sequence x > x, 1 0 with !,(xrr) = 1$(x). 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.1 (for 5, = x) to find a sequence 0 I yn TX with 
lim r(y,) < IL(x). Another application of Lemma 2.1 (now for x,, = y,) yields in 
view of (1) that lL(x) < lim IL(~~). Now put xn = .Y - yn. Then .Y > .Y,, lo, and 
lim !,(x,,) = 1,,(x) - ,,l&-rr I(y,)+ ,fimx IL(Y,J > k(-x) n-x 
Thus &(x) > /,J.xn) 1 I,(,Y) implies .!,(.~,l) = k(s). 0 
Theorem 2.2. If X* # A”, then there exists a jinitely additive set function 
p : P(N) + [O, 1] withp(N) = 1 andp({n}) = Oforanyn. 
Proof. Let I E X* \ X’. Since I may be written as the difference of two positive 
functionals [13], and since the difference of two integrals is again an integral, we 
may assume without loss of generality that I is positive. Similarly (replacing I by 
I- IL if necessary), we may assume that I = I,, is singular in Theorem 2.1. Since 1 
is nontrivial there exists some 0 5 x E X with I(x) = 1, and thus a sequence 
.Y > .u, 1 0 with I(xn) = 1. Now put y, = x,, - xN+ 1. Then y, > 0, Cyn = XI, 
whence 0 5 C cy,,y,, 5 s whenever o, E (0, 1). For M Cr fV now put oII(M) = 1 
for n E M. Q,(M) = 0 otherwise, and define 
Then p(N) = I(_xt) = 1, p({n}) = I(y,,) = I(xn) - I(x,,+I) = 0. and for disjoint 
M, N C FV, we have 
p(M U N) = G(o,I(M) + ~N)Y,,) = P(M) + P(N). 
Thus p has the desired properties. Cl 
3. THEOREMS IN ZF+DC+PM, 
We now assume additionally that the axiom PM, is satisfied. Then, as a con- 
sequence of Theorem 2.2 we have at once: 
Theorem 3.1. Let X he any (real-valued) Kiithe space over a u$inite measure 
space. Then X* = X’. 
We will briefly discuss some consequences. 
X is said to satisfy Fatou’sproperty [13] (or to beperject [14]), if it follows from 
0 < x,, T .Y with x, E X, sup ]lxn]l < cc that x E X and llxnll --f IIxII. If the un- 
derlying measure space is a-finite, then X = X” if and only if X has Fatou’s 
property [13, $71 Theorem 1] (this is true within ZF + DC, see also [I 11). 
Whence: 
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Theorem 3.2. A (real-valued) Kiithe space over a a-finite measure space is re- 
jlexive ifand or+ if it has Fatou’s property. 
We will not hide that there also are some unpleasant consequences of the the- 
orem: Consider the measure space S = [0, l] with the Lebesgue measure, and 
X = L,(S). Let x(s) = s. Then there is no y E Lt(S) with ]i~ll~, = 1 and 
Js y(s)x(s)ds = 1. Th’ IS means that there is no integral functional 1 E X* with 
11111 = 1 and I(x) = I]xII. Thus there is no such functional at all, which means 
that the duality mapping [l] of x is empty! 
Another sad result is the failure of the proposition ‘A real Banach space X is 
reflexive if and only if every x* E X* attains its norm on the unit ball of X’ [l, 
Proposition 12.1(e)]: The counterexample is the same as above, just write 
X = Lt (S), X* = L,(S), and x*(v) = J, x(s)y(s)ds with x(s) = s. 
And, of course, it need not be true that X is separable, when X* is separable. 
A Kothe space X is called almost perfect [14] if it follows from 0 < x, t x E X 
that IIU~,J + II-+ P rovided that the underlying measure space is a-finite, then X 
is almost perfect, if and only if the equality l]xllx,, = Il.~ll~ holds for any s E X. 
This follows easily from [13, 471 Theorem 21 (see also [ll]). Whence: 
Theorem 3.3. A (real-valued) Kiithe space Xover a o$nite measure space sat- 
kfies 
II+*. = II-yllx (x E X) 
$und only if X is almost perfect. 
Here, as usual, x E X is identified with an element of X” by means of the for- 
mula X(X*) := .v*(x). Theorem 3.3 states that this canonical embedding need 
not be (semi-)norm-preserving! 
(There do exist even complete and normed Kothe spaces over a-finite meas- 
ure spaces, which are not almost perfect, choose e.g. the example of [13, 
Exercise 65.11). 
4. REMARKS 
Let X be a K&he space, where not all elements have absolutely continuous 
norm [ 131. By applying Hahn-Banach’s extension theorem on X it can be shown 
that X’ is strictly larger than X’ [13, #72 Theorem 51. Thus Theorem 3.1 also 
shows that Hahn-Banach fails for such X, if we assume PM,. Since Hahn 
Banach is true in separable spaces, we may conclude that X is not separable 
(assumed PM,). Of course, this can be proved without PM,, too (see[l4]). To 
clarify the notion of separability it should be remarked that DC already ensures 
that any infinite set contains a countable subset [4]. 
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Our main result fails, if we drop the assumption that the underlying measure 
space is a-finite: Let all subsets of some set S be measurable and have infinite 
measure (except for the empty set). Then the associate space of X = L,(S) is 
trivial. But for any fixed s E S we may define a nontrivial 1 E A’* by I(x) = x(s). 
We remark that the failing of Hahn-Banach is equivalent to the fact that there 
exists a Boolean algebra without a finitely additive probability measure [5] (see 
also [4, Problem 2.6.191). Thus it does not seem very likely that PM, can be es- 
sentially weakened. However, it would be nice to be able to weaken PM, to 
(UF,): There exists no ultrafilter on N containing the co-finite subsets. 
It is easy to see that there is a one-to-one correspondence between such ultra- 
filters 3 and the finitely additive measures 1-1 : P(N) + (0, l} vanishing on sin- 
gletons, whichis given by A4 E 3 s p(M) = 1. In particular, UF, is equiva- 
lent to 
(UF:): There exists no finitely additive probability measure defined on the 
power set of natural numbers which vanishes on singletons and takes only 
the values 0 and 1. 
The failing of UFZ already implies the existence of non Lebesgue measurable 
subsets of the real line [9] (see also [4, Problem 1.4.lOJ). You may also observe 
that the ultrafilters in UF, are &incomplete. Thus, if one exists, there exists a 
higher order nonstandard model of k, whence also a nonmeasurable function 
on [0, I], see [6]. In contrast to this, according to [7], it is still an open problem, 
whether the failing of PM, implies the existence of a non Lebesgue measurable 
subset of the real line. 
However, we will show now that the measure p constructed in Theorem 2.2 in 
general takes more values than 0 and 1 (provided we may use Hahn-Banach) so 
that our proof shows no contradiction to UFI,: 
Let X = L,(N) zs I,. Let Y be the linear subspace of all s E X, for which 
limx(n) exists. Fix some z : N + (0, l} which does not belong to Y, choose 
some 0 < 7 < 1, and define I on the linear hull Z of Y U {z} by 
I(.u + Xz) = limx(n) + yX (x E Y.y E R). 
The functional 1 is positive, since .Y + A,- > 0 imply lim.x(n) > 0 and 
limx(n) + X > 0. It is also bounded by 1, since for x E Y we have j/s + A-_// 2 
) limx(n)] and I/.x + A=]] > 1 limx(n) + XI, and thus [lx + A;]/ 2 ]l(x + X:)1. 
The subspace Z is even a vector sublattice of A’: We have to show that for 
x,yE Y,X.vER we have that m = max(x + X-_,J: + vz) E Z. Putting 
(I = max(x,y). b = max(x + X,y + v). we have m = a+ (b - u)z. Since 
cr = lima(n), /? = limb(n) exist, also lim(m(n) - ([j - n)z(n)) = o exists, which 
implies m E Z. 
Hahn-Banach’s theorem for normed vector lattices [8, II, Proposition 5.61 
now implies that there exists a positive linear extension of 1 to an element of A’* 
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with norm 1. This extension (again denoted by I) satisfies IL = 0 (whence I = I,, 
in Theorem 2.1): 
Indeed, given some 0 5 x E X, define 0 5 x,, T x by xn(k) = x(k) for k 2 n, 
and x,*(k) = 0 otherwise. Then I(xn) = 0 implies /L(X) = 0 by (1). 
In the proof of Theorem 2.2 now put s = 1. x,,(k) = I for k > n, and 
xn(k) = 0 for k < n. Then CL(M) = I(xM). Thus p takes also the value 1(z) = y. 
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